A brain tumor occurs when abnormal cell production starts to form in the brain. There are two types of tumors: one of them is benign, while the other one is malignant or cancerous. Typically, our body produces cells that usually die after aging or complete their cycle. The production of abnormal cells by the body and their accumulation in any part of the body leads to the formation of a tumor. Like other cells, the cancerous cells do not die, instead they multiply and cause the formation of tumors in the body parts. Cancerous tumors are of two types: primary tumors are the ones that start within the brain, this one is the most common type of brain tumor in the adult stage and it develops in the cerebrum which is the main part of the brain. About a quarter of tumors (24%) develop in the meninges. These two membranes protect the spinal cord. Around 1 in 10 (10%) tumors start in the glands of the brain such as the pituitary gland or pineal gland [1]. The primary stage of tumors is named regarding the type of cells they affect and in which part of the brain they start their production. Gliomas, for example, are brain tumors that begin in the glial cells. Primary brain tumors are usually located in the brain's glial cells [2]. The formation of gliomas begins in the glial cells of the brain that are found in the supportive tissue of the brain. Various types of gliomas are classified according to the place they are found in the brain and how the formation of tumors started to occur. Various types of gliomas are as follows:

**Astrocytoma**: this tumor occurs in the shaped of star glial cells.
cells known as astrocytes. This may be of any grade, and it arises at the cerebrum part of the brain, that is usually occurred in adults.

**Grade I or II astrocytoma:** these are known as the low-grade gliomas.

**Grade III astrocytoma:** it is known as the high-grade glioma or in the other term it is anaplastic astrocytoma.

**Grade IV astrocytoma:** this type known as glioblastoma or in another term it is called astrocytic glioma [3].

**Oligodendroglioma:** this tumor could be found in the cells that make fatty substance and covers the nerves through that fatty substance. It could be found in the cerebrum part of the brain and it could affect middle-aged adults [4].

**Meningiomas:** such type of tumor is slow-growing, and meningiomas are usually found in the outer coverings of the brain, under the skull. This tumor type is very less common and affects one-third of adults worldwide. It is slow-growing and often found in the benign tumor and it could be of grade I, II, or III [5].

Common types of tumors among children are as follows:

**Medulloblastoma:** such tumor type found in the cerebellum part of the brain. The tumor arises from cerebellum and often called as neuroectodermal tumor. It could be of grade IV. **Grade I or II astrocytoma:** such tumors could occur anywhere in the brain. They are low-grade tumors and the most common type of astrocytoma in children is “juvenile pilocytic astrocytoma”. It could be of grade I among children [5,6].

**Ependymoma:** this type of tumor occurs in the ependyma tissues, these tissues are present in the CNS. It could be of grade I, II and III and could affect both adults and children.

**Brainstem glioma:** as its name shows that it will affect the lowest part of the brain that is known as its stem. Brainstem glioma’s most common type is diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma. There is a slight difference among children around 6 out of 10 tumors start in the cerebellum and brain stem part of the brain. Only 40% start in the cerebrum [7]. Secondary tumors are those that have spread from other parts of the body, known as brain metastasis tumors [8] (Figure 1).

Every type of tumor causes different symptoms in human beings, symptoms depend on the type of tumor. Common symptoms of brain tumors are changes in mental habits and vision problems. Types of tumors that could be found in adults are meningiomas and astrocytomas e.g: glioblastomas. A common tumor type of brain in children is medulloblastoma, it is malignant. Upon medical examination, diagnosis is done through computed tomography or MRI. These are the most common techniques that are used to diagnose cancer. After diagnosis, it is decided that biopsy treatment, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or surgery should be done [9,10].

**Detection and Diagnosis:** Brain tumors are diagnosed when the patient consults a doctor about the symptoms he is experiencing. If the symptoms show the possibility of brain tumor then different tests are performed like MRI, CT scan and sometimes biopsy is also useful for identification [11].

**Symptoms:** The symptoms of the brain tumor depend upon its or what is its size and location. Symptoms may appear when a tumor presses on a nerve or affects the activity of brain parts. It may also cause blockage and brain swelling because of increased fluid. People will experience those symptoms and it does not matter whether the tumor is benign or malignant. Primary or secondary brain tumors often show the same sign and symptoms. The most common symptoms of brain tumor are as follows: headaches, blurred vision, or inability to see properly, nausea, vomiting, hearing and speech problems, changes in the mood and other personality disorders, inability to walk properly, inability to focus or concentrate for the longest period of time, short term or long term memory loss in some cases occur, seizures and convulsions of the muscle and feeling of numbness and tingling sensations in the body or mostly in the arms and legs [12,13].

**Diagnosis:** If anyone has one of the above discussed symptoms then consultant will do physical examination and will ask about the family history regarding cancer. Following test will be performed for the confirmation of the tumor.

**Neurologic exam:** to examine the activities that your brain usually does, this test is performed to examine the attentiveness, concentration, vision, hearing, muscle coordination of the brain. Eyes are also examined to check the activity and swelling around the eyes that may be caused by the tumor, pressing the nerves [14].

**Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI):** MRI is performed by the machine to which the strong magnet is attached and it takes the images inside the brain to see the areas of the brain. Sometimes a dye is injected into the vessels through arm, so that it can show the colorful images so that the
Differentiation would be easy in the tissues of the brain. Identification of tumor is done through images taken by MRI machine [15].

**CT scan:** It is an X-ray machine that scans the head and take images of the parts of the brain. A dyed material injected so that it would be easy to find out the abnormal areas of the brain [16].

**Angiogram:** Angiogram is taken through injecting dye into the bloodstream through the vessels that reach the vessels of the brain and show the abnormal areas by highlighting them in the x-ray [17].

**Spinal tap:** In this test, sample of the cerebrospinal fluid is taken. Moreover, surgeon takes a thin needle to take the sample from the lowest part of spinal column. This procedure taking around 30 minutes. Spinal tap is performed through local anesthesia. After that sample is sent to the laboratory to find out if the cancer cells are present in it or not [18].

**Biopsy:** In biopsy, main purpose is to extract the tissue where tumor exists. The tissue examined under the microscope to check any sort of abnormality. Biopsy will help to identify changes in the cells that may results into the formation of cancerous cells. It is the only sure way through which we know the level or severity of it and can plant treatment according to it [19,20].

**Advanced techniques for Diagnosis and Treatment:**

**Computational diagnosis:** Propelled MRI strategies for example, attractive reverberation spectroscopy (MRS), attractive reverberation perfusion (MRP), dispersion Weighted imaging (DWI). Furthermore, dispersion tensor imaging (DTI) are utilized to their specificity. DTI, which hinges upon dissemination of water atoms along axons, is supportive with access the integument from claiming White matter (WM), and in addition those area and introduction from claiming WM tracts. Concerning illustration assistance with other imaging, this strategy needs supplemented pre-surgical arranging, also characterization from claiming intra-axial lesions with observe metastases starting with GBM. DWI and MPR have ability in differentiating metastatic tumors starting with cerebral abscesses [21-23]. Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) is used to observe the inner areas of brain tissue to identify tumor cells and to differentiate healthy brain tissue from the tumor in mice. After this experimentation they saw that it is possible to remove tumor like glioblastoma multifome (most deadly brain tumor) in humans [24]. In the SRS technique, weak light signals can be detected that comes out from the material when it hit with the light of non-invasive laser. Analyzing the colors of spectrum in the light signal is really helpful for the researchers to understand the chemical makeup of the sample. By amplifying the weak Raman signal by more than 10,000 times scientist has advanced the technique it's not impossible to make multicolor SRS images of living tissue. Biopsy is a good method for detecting and removing tumor [25].

The goal of cerebrum tumor surgery is to promote tumor rapture while preserving the underlying structure of the brain. This goal is tough to achieve since distinguishing tumor from non-tumor tissue is challenging. However, while routine histopathology provides information that can aid tumor depiction, it cannot be conducted repeatedly during surgery due to the time required to harden, segment, and recolor the tissue. Invigorated Raman dissipating (SRS) microscopy is a chemical compound imaging technology that allows for quick mapping of lipids and proteins within a single sample. This information can be transformed into pathology-like images. Despite the fact that SRS imaging has been utilized to quantify glioma cell thickness in murine orthotopic xenograft models and human cerebrum tumors, tissue heterogeneity in clinical mind cancers has yet to be fully quantified [26,27].

**The Role of Focused Ultrasound in the Disruption of the Blood-Brain Barrier:**

The use of focused ultrasound to disrupt the blood brain barrier (BBB) significantly, enhances the entry of BCNU through the barrier. Furthermore, using focused ultrasound before administrating BCNU to tumor-embedded rats inhibited tumor migration and improved creature survival. This study expands on the utility and practicality of non-invasive focused ultrasound in improving the outcome of cerebrum tumor chemotherapy. Centered ultrasound disturbance of the BBB can likewise be utilized for additional top to bottom examinations on the advantages of locally expanding chemotherapeutic medication fixations, which at last could enhance the general nature of clinical treatment and watch over patients with mind tumors [28,29].

**Magnetic nanoparticles: an advanced technology for malignant brain tumor imaging and therapy:** Attractive nanoparticles (MNPs) focused on treatment and imaging of threatening cerebrum tumors. Usually conjugation of peptides or antibodies to the surface of MNPs permits focusing on the tumor cell surface and potential disturbance of dynamic flagging pathways show in tumor cells. Conveyance of nanoparticles to dangerous mind tumors speaks to an impressive test because of the nearness of the blood–cerebrum obstruction and invading disease cells in the ordinary mind. More up to date procedures allow better conveyance of MNPs fundamentally and by guide convection-upgraded conveyance to the mind. Consummation of a human clinical
trial including direct infusion of MNPs into intermittent dangerous mind tumors for thermotherapy has built up their attainability, security and viability in patients. Future investigations are required to comprehend the promising effect of MNPs in the treatment of dangerous cerebrum tumors[30].

**Correlated magnetic resonance imaging and Ultra-microscopy: (MRI-UM):** Neo angiogenesis is important remedial focus in glioblastoma. Tumor imaging techniques are required to evaluate treatment impacts and malady movement. The tumor vasculature has been difficult to trace up to this point. To think about neo angiogenesis in glioma models, we've built together a combined appealing reverberation and optical toolbox. To study neovascularization, in vivo attractive reverberation imaging (MRI) and correlative ultra-microscopy (UM) of ex vivo cleansed whole brains are combined. T2* imaging allows for the identification of single vessels in glioma progression and the subsequent quantification of neo vessels. Incomplete vascular standardization occurs as a result of pharmacological VEGF inhibition, with decreased vessel bore, thickness, and penetrability. Connected UM of fluorescently identified micro vessels in cleansed brains to resolve tumor microvasculature are used. UM settled run of the mill highlights of neo angiogenesis and tumor cell attack with a spatial determination of ~5µm. MR-UM can be utilized as a stage for three-dimensional mapping and high-determination measurement of tumor angiogenesis [31,32].

**CONCLUSION**

With passing time and advancement new techniques are being introduced by the medical teams doing research all over the world. The advancement and new trends have shown that how new methods of diagnosis and treatment of cancers helped to explore new ways of treatment for the brain tumor. New diagnostic methods helped a lot to diagnose tumors quickly and at early stages. Advances in the field of cancer by the scientist have made it easy to diagnose cancer and its location.
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